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Influence of Inter- and Intraband
Transitions to Electron
Temperature Decay in Noble
Metals After Short-Pulsed Laser
Heating
This work examines the effects of photonically induced interband excitations from the
d-band to states at the Fermi energy on the electron temperature decay in noble metals.
The change in the electron population in the d-band and the conduction band causes a
change in electron heat capacity and electron-phonon coupling factor. In noble metals,
due to the large d-band to Fermi energy separation, the contributions to electron heat
capacity and electron-phonon coupling factor of intra- and interband transitions can be
separated. The two temperature model describing electron-phonon heat transfer after
short-pulsed laser heating is solved using the expressions for heat capacity and electron-
phonon coupling factor after intra- and interband excitations, and the predicted electron
temperature change of the intra- and interband excited electrons are examined. A critical
fluence value is defined that represents the absorbed fluence needed to fill all available
states at a given photon energy above the Fermi level. At high absorbed laser fluences
and pulse energies greater than the interband transition threshold, the interband and
intraband contributions to thermophysical properties differ and are shown to affect tem-
poral electron temperature profiles. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4002295�

Keywords: intraband transition, interband transition, electron-phonon coupling factor,
short-pulsed laser heating, electronic band structure, Fermi smearing, two temperature
model
Introduction
Electron-phonon energy transfer after short-pulsed laser heating

s becoming a critical factor in many nanoscale applications. As
haracteristic length- and time-scales continue to decrease, the
hermal resistances associated with electron-phonon energy pro-
esses are becoming comparable to typical thermal resistances
ssociated with thermal transport in �1� or across the solid inter-
aces �2,3� of devices. With the increasing importance of short-
ulsed heating and subsequent electron-phonon processes in fun-
amental research and engineering applications �4–9�, the need to
ccurately predict the thermophysics associated with these pro-
esses is rapidly increasing.

The well known two temperature model �TTM� �10�, which
escribes the rate of energy transfer from a hot, thermalized elec-
ron system to a cooler phonon system, has been used to predict
emperature changes and deduce thermophysical properties in a
ide array of studies that are driven or limited by electron-phonon

nergy transfer, including ablation of metal targets �6,11,12�,
lectron-phonon heat transfer in thin films �5,13,14�, effects of
icrostructural disorder on electron-phonon scattering �15,16�,

xcitations in nanoparticles �17–19�, and electron-interface heat
ransfer �20–24�. In all of these aforementioned studies, a source
erm from an optical excitation is considered. Experimental works
tudying optical excitations and electron-phonon coupling from
hort-pulsed lasers on noble metal targets have used incident laser
uences ranging from a few tenths to 5000 J m−2 �5,14,25–28�.
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However, this source term is only considered as a thermal excita-
tion in heat transfer analyses. In the case of an incident optical
excitation, such as that delivered by an ultrashort laser pulse, the
incident photon energy will cause the electrons in the metal to
undergo various inter- and intraband transitions. In the case of
interband transitions, the population in the electronic bands par-
ticipating in thermal processes will change, which will affect the
electron heat capacity and electron-phonon coupling factor �8,29�,
subsequently affecting the predicted temperature change after the
optical excitation �30�.

In this paper, the effects of optically and thermally excited in-
terband transitions from the d-band �below the Fermi surface� to
the Fermi surface on the dynamic response of electron tempera-
tures as predicted by the TMM are considered and compared with
the effects of intraband excitations. Both thermal transitions from
Fermi smearing �8,29� and optical excitations from incident pho-
ton energies �30� cause a change in the electronic density of states,
which in turn affects the thermal properties and temperature
changes after the excitation. Recently, Hopkins �31� derived ex-
pressions for the inter- and intraband contributions to electronic
heat capacity and electron-phonon coupling factor. In this work,
the TTM is solved using the expressions for heat capacity and
electron-phonon coupling factor derived by Hopkins �31�, and the
predicted electron temperature changes of the intra- and interband
excited electrons are examined for various absorbed laser fluences
and wavelengths. A critical fluence value is defined that represents
the absorbed fluence needed to fill all available states at a given
photon energy above the Fermi level.

2 Background
Immediately after partial absorption of an incident laser pulse
by the electrons in a solid, the energy of the absorbed photon, h�,
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here h is Planck’s constant and � is the photon frequency, causes
he electron to excite to a higher energy state. If the excited state
s within the same energy band, this excitation is called an intra-
and transition. If the energy of the absorbed photon is greater
han the energy of an allowable excitation between bands, then the
xcited electron will undergo an interband transition. Since Fermi
mearing affects the available energy states within a few kBTe of
he Fermi energy, �F, where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and Te is
he electron system temperature �16�, the various intra- and inter-
and transitions will relocate electrons to states below the Fermi
nergy to energies as high as the vacuum level, depending on h�.

The minimum photon energy required to excite an electron to
ndergo an interband transition to an empty state near the Fermi
nergy is called the interband transition threshold �ITT� �5�. The
TT is dependent on the band structures and relative energies of
he outermost filled and innermost partially filled or empty elec-
ron bands �relative to the nucleus�. Therefore, the ITT is unique
or any given material. For semiconductors and insulators, the ITT
s the bandgap, and it represents the energy difference between the
alence �outermost filled� and conduction �innermost empty�
ands. Metals, however, are more complex since electron energy
ands can overlap around the Fermi energy allowing these bands
o be partially filled. This, in fact, is what makes metals better
lectrical conductors than semiconductors, and consequently why
lectron-phonon scattering is such a dominant form of electrical
nd thermal resistance in metals. In a transition metal, for ex-
mple, the s-band/d-band crossing is at an energy equal to or
reater than the Fermi energy. This produces several allowable
ow energy d-band �valence d-band� to s-band interband transi-
ions along with intraband transitions in both the d1-band and the
-band. For example, Cr has interband Fermi transitions at 0.8 eV
ITT�, 1.0 eV, 1.4 eV, and 1.6 eV �32�, W has transitions at 0.85
V �ITT�, 1.6 eV, and 1.75 eV �32�, and Ni has transitions at 0.25
V �ITT�, 0.4 eV, and 1.3 eV �33�. This poses experimental diffi-
ulty in isolating the effects of interband transitions thermophysi-
al properties �34�. However, noble metals have a very distinct,
igh energy ITT since the s-band/d-band crossing is significantly
ower than the Fermi level, and therefore only the s-band is par-
ially filled. Therefore, the lowest energy d-band to available
-band transition is very large for Cu �2.15 eV�, Au �2.4 eV�, and
g �4 eV� �14�, making these metals ideal candidates to examine

he effects of interband transitions on the electron thermophysics.
Figure 1 shows various transitions in a generic noble metal.

his schematic represents a noble metal due to the large separa-
ion of the d-band from the Fermi energy. The filled states are
epresented by the shaded regions and empty states as the non-
haded regions. An intraband transition is depicted as the electron
eing excited from the state near the Fermi energy in the s/p-band
filled circle� and filling an empty state �empty circle� in a higher
nergy in the same band. The various interband transitions are
epicted by the processes from the d-band edge to the s/p-band.
hese transitions are shown for various temperatures—T=0, T1,
nd T2, where T1�T2—to show the effects of Fermi smearing on
he ITT.

Since the electronic heat capacity, Ce�Te�, and the electron-
honon coupling factor, G�Te�, are dependent on the population of
he electron bands within a few kBTe of the Fermi surface �16�, the
ensity of states and the electronic distribution around the Fermi
urface will dictate Ce�Te� and G�Te� �16�. In the case of intraband
ransitions, the population in the electron bands does not change,
o Ce�Te� and G�Te� are governed by classical, low temperature,
olid state theory. However, interband transitions increase/
ecrease the electron populations at various energies depending
n the nature of the excitation, and therefore the density of states
f the various bands below the Fermi surface must be taken into
ccount.
The general form for the electron heat capacity is calculated by
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Ce�Te� =�
−�

�

�DT���
� f��,��Te�,Te�

�Te
d� �1�

where � is the electron energy, DT��� is the total density of states,
and f is the Fermi–Dirac distribution function with ��Te� being
the chemical potential, which is a function of electron tempera-
ture. In the low temperature limit, ��Te� is approximately equal to
�F, and Eq. �1� can be expressed as Ce�Te�=�Te, where � is com-
monly called the Sommerfeld coefficient, which is theoretically
62.9 J m−3 K−2 for Au �35�. The reduction of Eq. �1� to Ce�Te�
=�Te also assumes that only electrons at the Fermi energy partici-
pate in energy storage, that is, Ce�Te��DC��F� where DC��F� is
the conduction band density of states.

The general form for the electron-phonon coupling factor is
given by �36�

G�Te� = �	kB
��2��
−�

� �DT����2

DT��F� �−
� f��,��Te�,Te�

��
	d� �2�

where 	 is the reduced Planck constant, 
 is the dimensionless
electron-phonon mass enhancement parameter �37�, and ��2� is
the second moment of the phonon spectrum �38�. For Au, 
��2�
=23 meV2 /	2 �39�. In the case of only intraband transitions in
the conduction band, Eq. �2� is given by

G�Te� = �	kB
��2��
−�

� �DC����2

DC��F� �−
� f��,��Te�,Te�

��
	d� �3�

At relatively low temperatures, �f�� ,��Te� ,Te� /��
���−��Te��

����, and Eq. �3� reduces to

G0 = �	kB
��2�DC��F� �4�

which is the original expression derived by Allen �40�.
In this case of interband excitations, the number density of the

electrons in each band will change. The number of empty states in
the conduction band for which there is sufficient photon energy to

Fig. 1 Schematic depicting intraband transition and various
interband transitions in a noble metal in terms of electron den-
sity of states as a function of energy. The occupied energies
are depicted by the shaded regions and the various transitions
are represented as a filled circle to an unfilled circle. Whereas
an intraband transition creates an electron/hole pair in the
same band, an interband transition creates an electron/hole
pair in different bands. The ITT is the minimum separation of
the d-band edge from the Fermi energy at T=0. As the tempera-
ture is increased, photons with energies less than the ITT can
excite an interband transition due to Fermi smearing which cre-
ates empty states in the s/p-bands below the Fermi energy.
excite an electron is given by �30�
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navailable =�
−�

�

DC����1 − f��,��Te�,Te���1 − H�� − ���Te� − ��ITT

− h�����d� �5�

here H�¯ � is the Heaviside function. Equation �5� will affect
he density of states calculations. Separation of the interband and
ntraband contributions to electron heat capacity and electron-
honon coupling factor is discussed by Hopkins �31�. In short, the
nterband contribution is dependent on the band structure. In noble

etals, since there is a large separation from of the d-band from
he Fermi level, the contributions are additive, so Ctotal�Te�=�Te

Cinter�Te� and Gtotal�Te�=G0+Ginter�Te� �31�.

Effects of Optical Excitations
The key to evaluating Ce�Te� and G�Te� lies in determining

�Te�, which, when only considering intraband transitions, can be
pproximated by the Sommerfeld expansion �41�, but when taking
nto account d-band excitations must be calculated by conserva-
ion of electron number density by evaluating

nC + nD =�
−�

�

�DC��� + DD����f��,��Te�,Te�d� �6�

here nC+nD is a constant and ��Te� is iterated for each tempera-
ure. For Au, nC is 5.91028 m−3 and nD is 5.91029 m−3,
hich is estimated by the atomic density �35� and the number of

lectrons in the 6s1 and 5d10 bands, respectively �42�. The con-
uction band density of states is estimated by

DC = 3nC,total�
1/2/�2�F

3/2� �7�

here the Fermi energy of Au is 5.53 eV �35�, and nC,total is the
otal number of electrons in the conduction band after the excita-
ion, which is given by nC,total=nC+nexcited. Here, nexcited is the
umber of electrons excited from the d-band to the conduction
and from incident photons, which is a function of the number of
hotons absorbed by the material. If there are enough photons
bsorbed by the metal to excite all the electrons in the d-band up
o available states in the conduction band, then nexcited=navailable,
here navailable is defined by Eq. �5�, and therefore nC,total=nC
navailable. For this condition to be true, then navailable�nphotons,
here nphotons is the number of photons per unit volume in the

bsorbed laser pulse. The number of photons per volume can be
stimated as nphotons=A / �h���, where A is the absorbed fluence
nd � is the optical penetration depth at h�. In the case nphotons is
ess than navailable, then only nphotons /navailable of the empty states in
he conduction band will be filled by electrons undergoing inter-
and transitions.

Assuming that all empty states in the conduction band below
he Fermi level are filled by interband excited electrons, that is,
available�nphotons and nC,total=nC+navailable, the number of states
n the d-band after photonically induced interband transitions is
iven by nD,total=nD−navailable. The density of states of the 5d10

and in Au can be approximated by a square function with a width
f 5.28 eV �43,44� and the high energy edge of the square func-
ion 2.4 eV below the Fermi energy giving rise to the ITT energy
n Au, so that

DD��� =
nD,total

5.28
�− H�� − 3.13� + H�� + 2.15�� �8�

ote the calculation of temperature dependent thermophysical
roperties using this approximate band structure has shown close
greement with calculations of thermophysical properties using
xact ab initio calculations for electronic band structure �7�.

If navailable�nphotons, then the absorbed laser fluence must be

reater than the critical fluence, which is defined as

ournal of Heat Transfer
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Ac = h��navailable �9�

Figure 2 shows navailable as a function of temperature for the four
different photonic excitations considered, along with Ac for the
different photonic excitations. The optical penetration depth, �, is
calculated by �=
 / �4�n2�, where n2 is the extinction coefficient,
or the imaginary part of the complex index of refraction. The
extinction coefficients in Au at 1.55, 2.4, 3.1, and 4.65 eV are
5.125, 2.120, 1.956, and 1.803, respectively �45�, leading to an
optical penetration depth at these energies of 12.4 nm, 19.4 nm,
16.2 nm, and 18.0 nm, respectively. The critical absorbed fluence
depends on photon energy.

If the incident absorbed laser fluence is less than the critical
absorbed fluence, then nexcited�navailable, and the number of elec-
trons excited up to empty states in the conduction band from the
absorbed photon energy is only nexcited /navailable of navailable. If the
absorbed laser fluence is known, then nexcited can be determined
by

nexcited = Anavailable/�h��Ac� �10�

and nC,total=nC+nexcited and nD,total=nD−nexcited. Figure 3 shows
calculations for Ce�Te� and G�Te� for Au excited by a 4.65 eV

Fig. 2 Number of available states in the conduction band,
navailable „solid lines…, as a function of temperature in Au and
critical absorbed fluence required to excite enough electrons
from the d-band to fill all the empty states in the conduction
band, Ac „dashed lines…

Fig. 3 Predictions of „a… Ce„Te… and „b… G„Te… when only 50%
and 25% of the available states 4.65 eV above the conduction
band are filled; that is, when the absorbed fluence is only 50%
or 25% of Ac. As the absorbed fluence decreases, the change in
Ce„Te… and G„Te… from the case of no photonic excitation be-
comes less significant. In the limit of zero electrons excited
from the d-band to empty states in the conduction band „i.e.,
nexcited=0…, the predictions of Ce„Te… and G„Te… reduce to the

case of no photonic excitation „i.e., “s+d band”….
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aser pulse at the critical fluence, at Ac /2 and at Ac /4. The calcu-
ations for Ce�Te� and G�Te� for different laser pulse energies at
he critical fluence are given by Hopkins �31�. For comparison, the
s+d bands” calculations, which assume no photonic excitation,
re also shown in Fig. 3. As expected, a decrease in the absorbed
aser fluence decreases the change in the predicted Ce�Te� and
�Te� from that predicted in the case of no photonic excitation.

Intra- and Interband Transition-Dependent Two-
emperature Model
In films with thicknesses less than the thermal, or ballistic, pen-

tration depth, �B, the temperature gradient in the film is minimal,
nd the TTM can expressed in a simplified form �5�, given by

Ce�Te�
�Te

�t
= − G�Te��Te − TL� +

0.94A

tpd
exp�− 2.77� t − 2tp

tp
	�

�11�

CL

�TL

�t
= G�Te��Te − TL� �12�

here t is the time, tp is the pulse width, d is the film thickness,
nd the subscript L refers to the lattice or phonon system. The
allistic penetration depth in Au is about 100 nm �5�, so for TTM
nalyses assuming no thermal gradient, Au film thicknesses will
e restricted to less than 100 nm. To separate the intra- and inter-
and contributions to electron system cooling, two separate elec-
ron subsystems must be considered, where the intraband sub-
ystem is described by

�Te,intra
�Te,intra

�t
= − G0�Te,intra − TL,intra� �13�

nd the cooling due to interband excitations is given by

Ce,inter�Te,inter�
�Te,inter

�t
= − Ginter�Te,inter��Te,inter − TL,inter� �14�

n Eqs. �13� and �14�, it is assumed that the entire electron system
bsorbs the incident laser energy, so the initial conditions for Eqs.
13� and �14� are

Te,inter�t = 0� = Te,intra�t = 0� = Te,max �15�
nd

TL,inter�t = 0� = TL,intra�t = 0� = TL�tTe,max
� �16�

here Te,max is determined by Eqs. �11� and �12� and t Te,max
refers

o the time corresponding to Te,max. Figure 4 shows Eq. �13� and
14� calculations of the change in electron temperatures in a 75
m Au film irradiated with a 500 fs laser pulse, 475 J m−2 ab-
orbed fluence and 4.65 eV photon energy �approximately the
ritical fluence from Fig. 2� and �b� 237 J m−2 absorbed fluence
nd 4.65 eV photon energy �approximately half of the critical
uence from Fig. 2�. Only the data after the maximum electron

emperature are shown so that a delayed electron system thermal-
zation due to the high energy pulse need not be considered �46�.
ote that there is a difference in the predicted electron tempera-

ures and rates of change �slope� of electron temperature between
he intra- and interband processes. These same trends are expected
or the other noble metals �Ag and Cu� since the large separation
f the d-band density of states from the Fermi energy is charac-
eristic of the noble metals �29�.

The insets of Figs. 4�a� and 4�b� show the electron energy den-
ity for the inter- and intraband electron systems �the product of
he heat capacity and the temperature�, along with the sum of
hese energy densities, and the energy density obtained from the
emperature predictions of Eq. �11� assuming the total values for

e�Te� and G�Te� �i.e., including both intra- and interband transi-

ions� as a function of time after the maximum electron tempera-

22402-4 / Vol. 132, DECEMBER 2010
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ture. The calculations in the inset were used to ensure that total
electron energy density was conserved in the intra- and interband
processes.

The traditional TTM, as described in Eqs. �11� and �12�, is
based on free electron theory. However, measurements using op-
tical pulses that excite interband transitions often use this form of
the TTM to determine G. As seen in Fig. 4, exciting only intra-
band transitions �free electrons� gives a different cooling profile
than when considering only interband transitions. Since it is the
cooling profile that determines G when fitting to the optical data,
in the case when interband transitions are excited during these
measurements, care must be taken to ensure that the thermophysi-
cal properties that account these excitations are considered.

To quantify the effects of not accounting for interband transi-
tions after short pulse absorption, the slope of the data shown in
Fig. 4 can be related to the observed electron-phonon coupling
factor through the expression derived by Hohlfeld et al. �5� for a
homogeneous heated film after short-pulsed laser absorption given
by

G = −
m�

1 −
300

Te,max

�17�

where m is the observed slope of the transient temperature profile.
Using Eq. �17� to calculate G from the intraband profiles in Figs.
4�a� and 4�b� gives 2.41016 W m−3 K−1, in excellent agreement
with the intraband G calculated with Eq. �4� for Au �2.49
1016 W m−3 K−1�. This is expected since Eq. �17� does not take
into account any subconduction band excitations; using Eq. �17�
to calculate G from the interband profiles in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b�
gives 2.01016 W m−3 K−1 and 1.81016 W m−3 K−1 for the
high and low fluence cases, respectively. However, as seen in Fig.
3�b�, the value for G when accounting for the subconduction band
calculations in the temperature range 6000–9000 K ranges from
�5.0–8.01016 W m−3 K−1. Therefore, if the interband transi-
tions and d-band excitations are not accounted for when analyzing
the transient electron temperature profiles, then the electron-
phonon coupling factor will be under predicted of by a factor of
2.6–4.2 over the temperature range in Fig. 4. It is important to
note that the differences between the inter- and intraband profiles

Fig. 4 Change in temperature of electrons excited via inter-
„dashed lines… and intraband „dotted lines… transitions in a 75
nm Au film irradiated with a 4.65 eV, 500 fs laser pulse assum-
ing „a… 475 J m−2 absorbed fluence „approximately the critical
fluence… and „b… 237 J m−2 absorbed fluence „approximately
50% of the critical fluence…. This temperature change was cal-
culated with the intra- „Eq. „13…… and interband „Eq. „14…… TTMs,
and assumes that the pulse has been completely absorbed and
the electron system is fully thermalized. The insets show cal-
culations of the energy densities in the inter- and intraband
excited electron systems.
in Fig. 4 assume that the conduction band electrons and d-band
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oles excited from the laser pulse have not relaxed. After low
aser fluence excitation, the electron-hole relaxation rate in metals
s typically only a few tens of femtoseconds �13�. However, as the
bsorbed laser fluence is increased, the electron-hole relaxation
ime increases, and previous studies on noble metals have shown
hat this relaxation time can approach the electron-phonon ther-

alization time at laser fluences less than 1% of those of interest
n this study �46–51�. Therefore, the assumption of an excited
lectron system that has not relaxed with the d-band holes is valid
n this work and at these laser fluences, but future works should
xamine the low laser fluence regimes where electron-hole relax-
tion would be faster than electron-phonon equilibration.

Conclusions
This work examines the effects of photonically induced inter-

and excitations from the d-band to states at the Fermi energy on
he electron temperature decay in noble metals. The change in the
lectron population in the d-band and the conduction band causes
change in electron heat capacity and electron-phonon coupling

actor, which in turn impacts the evolution of the temperature after
ulse absorption and electron thermalization. In noble metals, due
o the large d-band to Fermi energy separation, the contributions
o electron heat capacity and electron-phonon coupling factor of
ntra- and interband transitions can be separated. At high absorbed
aser fluences and pulse energies greater than the interband tran-
ition threshold, the interband and intraband contributions to ther-
ophysical properties differ and are shown to affect electron tem-

erature predictions by the two temperature model.
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omenclature
Ce � electron heat capacity, J m−3 K−1

D � electron spectral density of states per unit vol-
ume, m−3 eV−1

f � Fermi–Dirac distribution function
G � electron-phonon coupling factor, W m−3 K−1

H � Heaviside function
h � Planck’s constant, J s
	 � Planck’s constant divided by 2�, J s

kB � Boltzmann constant, J K−1

m � slope of transient temperature change, K s−1

n � number density, m−3

Te � electron temperature, K

reek Symbols
� � electron energy, eV
� � Sommerfeld coefficient �linear coefficient to

heat capacity�, J m−3 K−2


 � electron-phonon mass enhancement parameter
��2� � second moment of the phonon spectrum

� � chemical potential, eV
� � photon frequency, Hz

ubscripts
C � conduction band
D � d-band
F � Fermi

inter � interband transition
intra � intraband transition
T � total
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